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SUMMARY 
The success of the blade element theory in the 
performance analysis of hovering rotors depends greatly upon 
the accurate specification of the geometry of the vortex 
wake, particularly in the near wake. The use of 
experimentally observed geometry produces excellent results* 
but, completely theoretics! analyses fail to achieve similar 
success since the theoretically calculated geometry does not 
contract and move down rapidly enough. In this analysis 
efforts are made to locate the cause of the discrepancies 
and an approach is suggested to reduce or eliminate them. 
The velocity in the blade fixed reference system at a 
point on a vortex filament must be tangential to the vortex 
filament referred to the same system. This is called the 
consistency reauirement and is developed in this analysis in 
terms of the apparent velocity components. It is shown that 
the apparent velocity components calculated from a given 
vortex system using the Biot-Savart law do not satisfy these 
consistency reauirements. This is because the Biot-Savart 
law has inherent singularities when the point of interest 
lies on the vortex filament itself. Therefore* the velocity 
due to a small region in the vicinity of a point en the 
filament cannot be calculated directly. However* it is 
X 
Known that the Giot-Savart law can be used to calculate the 
effect of the same vortex system at the blade very 
accurately. The discrecancies in the induced velocity 
calculated in the wake are* therefore* thought to be the 
local effects of this small region and are then called the 
core effects. No model of the tip vortex core that will 
completely account for the effects of the core exists 
presently. Therefore, the effects of the core are 
incorporated into the analysis semi-empir ilea I 1 y by modifying 
the velocity components in the wake* 
With these suggested modifications, it is shown that 
the consistency requirements are satisfied more closely for 
rotors with one to four blades operating at various thrust 
levels, A six bladed rotor was considered but the 
comoutaticns could not be compieted because of very strong 
interaction between the tip vortex and the blade* It is 
concluded that the core effects suggested can be used 






Performance, Prediction and Vortex Wake 
Past research in the field of performance prediction 
of a helicopter rotor indicates that the predicted 
performance is as accurste as the inflow calculations at the 
rotor disc* With accurate Knowledge of the inflow 
distribution at the rotor* it is possible to calculate blade 
loading and total thrust and torcue using the blade element 
theory. The actuator disc theory £i] provides a good 
starting point but is not satisfactory lor final performance 
analyses of modern rotors. The improventents in the 
performance prediction due to the combined momentum and 
fo1ade-elercent theory are considerable. However* the vortex 
wake analyses provide much better results. The use of the 
complex wske models 12] was possible only with the advent of 
the high speed digital computers. 
For a hovering rotor, the vortex wake can be divided 
into two regions which itay be defined as the near wake 
(about ore diameter down the wake) and the far wake. The 
2 
accurate specification cf the near wake geometry is very 
essential to the accuracy of the inflow calculation and the 
overall analysis (2«3V<*«5]« 
i! C£3 cxi£^gL YO£i£.x. Jd3 is e_iis d el s_io_H oy eziH2 
The present analysis restricts itself to the hovering 
regime. This simplifies the analysis considerably as the 
time dependent blade loadings associated with forward flight 
need not be considered. Also* hovering out of ground effect 
is an important performance criterion and is used for 
evaluation purposes [51. The first vortex wake analysis for 
propellers in axial flight was developed by Goldstein £63. 
His wake model includes a set of setni-inf ini te» equidistant* 
co-axial? helicoidal surfaces representing the vortex sheet 
shed from the trailing edge of each blade* The analysis 
neglects slipstream rotation and applies rigorously only to 
optimum and lightly loaded propellers in axial flight. 
Lock 17] extended the theory to the hovering condition for a 
helicopter rotor. In spite of the limitations of an 
unrealistic noncontracting wake* the Goldstein-Lock 
blade-element analysis represented the state of the art 
untt1 recent Iy 12 ]• 
Gray [8] developed a model of the wake for a single-
bladed rotor to analyse the motion of the tip vortex. His 
ultimate wake model consisted of a constant diameter* 
constant axial pitch* helical tip vortex with a solid-body 
rotation core. The tip vortex strength is calculated by 
3 
relating it to the wake induced influence coefficients and 
the geomtry in the ultimate wake. Gray C8»9] further 
performed flow vizua!ization experiments and measured the 
tip vortex geometry for the single-bladed rotor. The 
observed tip vortex geometry is a contracting helix that 
approaches a constant diarreter and a constant axial pitch as 
it moves down the wake. He used the observed tip vortex 
geometry and the tip vortex strength calculated in the 
ultimate wake to calculate the induced downwash at the 
blade* the aerodynamic loading* and the total thrust. This 
was the first effort of its kind where the observed geometry 
of the vortex wake was used. The calculated total thrust in 
this analysis matched well with the observed value. 
Landgrebe £t»] developed a prescibed wake analysis 
that uses the observed wake geometry. The entire wake 
consists of a number of filaments shed at the trailing edge 
of the blcde. A certain number of outer filaments are 
immediately rolled into a tip vortex with a solid core. 
The strength of the filaments and the tip vortex is not 
Known at the outset but is calculated in an implicit 
procedure by relating the filament strength and the induced 
influence coefficients tc the discretlzed blade circulation 
distribution. The procedure also yields the blade loading 
which is integrated to get the total thrust. Landgrebe also 
performed a considerable number of flew vizuaIization 
experiments in order to obtain a range of tip vortex and 
k 
•sheet geometry data. The results; of the prescribed wake 
analysis using the observed geometry are in very good 
agreement with the observed performance* 
in55r^iic^ll^^al£Ul5t^^PXlJX^^JS5!-M2i^l,i 
The elaborate experiments required to obtain the 
geometry of the vortex wake led to the development of 
methods to calculate the wake geometry theoretically [<•]. 
A starting geometry* usually a constant diameter type* and a 
circulation distribution are prescribed. The velocity 
induced by the prescribed geometry is then calculated at 
certain points on the vortex elements. The wake vortex 
elements are then relessed and allowed to displace for a 
?;hort time under the influence of this velocity field* 
This new geometry is used to calculate a new velocity field 
and the next displacement. The iterations are continued 
until the change in geometry between the successive stages 
is small. This geometry is used as input into the 
prescribed wake analysis to get the new blade circulation 
distribution. This distribution is then used to calculate a 
new geometry by following a similar procedure as described 
above. The calculations are stopped when both the geometry 
and the total thrust converge to an acceptable solution. 
The computer time required for such calculations is usually 
large and some simplifications in the calculations are 
introduced in order to reduce the computer time. The tip 
vortex geometry at the end of such a procedure however, does 
5 
not match with the experimentally observed geometry 
especially in the near wake. 
Gray and Brown t5] used the ultimate wake concept and 
developed a method of calculating the geometry of the tip 
vortex and the inboard sheet elements for a single-bladed 
rotor. In their approach the most dominant element* the tip 
vortex* is considered first and then the less dominant 
elements* the sheet filaments* are introduced* The 
procedure involves iterations on the velocity field and the 
displaced geometry as the sheet elements are introduced one 
by one* The tip vortex strength coefficient is calculated 
such that the calculated tip vortex geometry matches with 
the observed geometry in the ultimate wake. The tip vortex 
geometry in the near wake* however* does not match with the 
observed* 
I£s_-QiS£H2P.aji£l£S. 
The results of the theoretical analyses show that the 
tip vortex does not move down the wake or contract rapidly 
enough. This is due to the fact that the induced velocity 
calculated in the wake is too small, even when the observed 
geometry is used as the input. 
In these analyses* the Biot-Savart law is used to 
calculate the induced flow field* both at the blade and in 
the wake. The induced velocity calculated at the blade is 
cuite accurate but the wake velocity is in error* This is 
due to the fact that the integration in the 8iot-Savart law 
6 
i. s terminated at a small interval on either side of the 
point of interest when the point of interest lies on the 
vortex filament because of an inherent singularity. This 
singularity does not exist when the point is away from the 
filament. The interval over which the integration is not 
performed is small and its effect on the induced velocity 
components is neglected or included only partially* e.g.* 
its effect in the axial direction is calculateo using the 
solid-bcdy rotation model [51* The effect of this interval 
in the radial and azimuthal directions may be significant. 
A model of the core that completely accounts for the effects 
of this interval* termea as the core effects* is not 
available presently. In this analysis* the core effects are 
introduced into the analysis semi-empirical 1y by modifying 
the velocity components. It is shown that the corrected 
velocity components are consistent andl the calculated 
geometry agrees well with the experiment. 
SsllnlUon g.f t frg-£cflb.l£JD 
The aims of the analysis are! 
1. To develop the general consistency relations using 
the procedure of Ref. 5; 
2. With the observed geometry as an input* tc point 
out the discrepancies between the induced and empirically 
derived apparent velocity and the calculated and observed 
geometry using the existing procedure* (Case 1 of this 
7 
anal ysis) ; 
3. To modify these consistency relations using two 
corrections and to recclculate the apparent velocity and 
geometry* (Cases 2 and 3)» 
k* To identify these corrections as the effects of 
the core in the individual directions (Case 2 in the axial 
direction* and Case 3 in the radial direction) by 
cemonstrating the self-preservedness of the tip vortex 
geometry under the influence of the induced apparent 
velocity. It is noted here that when such an approach is 
taken* a physical inconsistency of having different azimuth 
components in the two corrections is introduced; and 
5. To resolve the inconsistency stated in ^ above in 
a manner such that the corrections introduced in the 
analysis can be recognised as the corrections to the azimuth 
and radial components of the actual velocity in the wake. 
Chapter II presenfs the velocity displacement model. 
The developments described in 5 above are presented in 
Chapter II even though they took place after the complete 
caIculaticns were performed. Chapter III describes the wake 
vortex system and the computation procedure. The results 
are discussed in Chapter IV. Conclusions and 
recommendations are presented in Chapter V. 
8 
CHAPTER II 
VELOCITY DISPLACEMENT MODEL 
The consistency relations between the geometry of a 
vortex filament and the wake induced velocity are developed 
initially using the same general procedure as Ref* 5. The 
apparent velocity concept is then introduced. The 
hypothesized effects of the core are incorporated into the 
apparent velocity which is used to calculate the 
displacements and the new geometry. Two cases of correction 
to the tip vortex motion are presented in addition to the 
one without correction* 
£5D5l51 e_QiLy_8̂ £u±r_e..n}g!ni 
The coordinates and the velocity components are 
referenced in a blade fixed system shown in Figure 1. Such 
a description makes the flow field and the geometry of the 
vortex filament constant in time and requires that the line 
describing the vortex filament also be a streamline in that 
reference system* This is the requirement that makes the 
velocity field consistent with the geometry of the vortex 
filament* In terms of the geometry of a helical filament* 
the consistency requirement can be developed from the 
9 
Figure 1. Reference System for the Coordinates and Velocity Components 
10 
velocity diagrams shown in Figure 2a and is described by the 
following equations* 
1 dx u 
tan)? = (Il-la) 
x dip v + v 
and 
1 dz w + w c 
tan<£ = = . (Il-lb) 
x 6\b v +v 
^ s 
where 0 and «£ are the radial and axial pitch angles which 
are related to the local tangent* x and z are the radial and 
axial coordinates which csn be parametricalIy expressed in 
termes of ^* the azimcth coordinate* u* v* w are the 
velocity components induced by the external vortex field* w 
c 
is the axial component calculated using the solid body 
rotation model to be described Hater* and v is the 
s 
azimuth component that includes the blade relative motion* 
x/Cr-»» and the core effect in the azimuth direction* 
Asjear^snl _v &±o.Qitx.&Q£iQ.2n± 
In determining the motion of the vortex filament* the 
usual practice is to identify a number of points along the 
vortex so that their displacement in the theoretical flow 
field adequately defines the vortex geometry as time 
progresses* The displacement and the three coordinates that 
11 
i) Radial pitch angle and apparent velocity component 
vs«-v-x/Cr 
ii) Axial pitch angle and apparent velocity component 
Figure 2a. Velocity Diagrams in the Wake. 
12 
define it Mill vary with tirae. In the experiments* however* 
it is convenient to observe the motion of the point of 
intersection of the vortex filament with fhe radial plane. 
This motion is called the apparent motion. The velocity 
components that correspond to such motion are called the 
apparent velocity components and are given by 
and 
dx x 1 
u a = --— tan/? = 
Ci- Ci- dtp vs*v 
(II-2a> 
x 1 
wQ = ---- tar\d> = 
ct 
dz 
Cy- dip v s + v 
w*-wc x 
<II-2b> 
There are only two components of the apparent 
velocity once the radial plane of Interest is specified. 
The velocity diagrams illustrating the individual radial and 
axial apparent velocity components are shown in Figures 
2,3 (i)* drawn in the Z plane* and Za (ii)» drawn in the 
tangent plane. Along with the radiall plane* these two 
oilanes form a regular trihedron relative to the point* P. 
The component* x/CV»* which is common to both the figures is 
perpendicular to the radial plane and is the third component 
of the apparent motion* and therefore* the advancement of 
the azimuth coordinate can be directly related to the 
advancement of time. The motion of the tip vortex now can 
13 
be studied in a certain number of fixed radial planes. 
Note that the third members of the Eos. (II-2) are 
empirically derived from the observed geometry by 
differentiating the geometry with respect to \J/» The extreme 
right members of these equations are the apparent velocity 
components in terms of the computed velocities. The 
consistency of the flow field will then be satisfied if the 
apparent velocity components induced by the vortex wake are 
equal to those empirically derived from the observed 
geometry. The geometry of a filament will remain unchanged 
with the passage of time only if Eqs. (II-2) are satisfied 
at all points on the filament. 
suflejiiaLBasad- ai.adfi.jj.o.iiflru,^ 
The quantity v in the above expressions will now be 
considered in detail. In the previous analyses* [^*53» v 
s 
was equal to x/Ci-.. The effects of the core which have been 
neglected in these analyses* are here combined with the 
blade relative motion* x/Crn, into v » and it is found that a 
i s 
general first approximation for v can be given by 
s 
Qx1 
„ = — . (II-3) 
cr 
where i is a variable exponent and Q is a parameter 
calculated during the analysis such that the Eqs. (II-2) 
!<• 
are satisfied in both the near and the ultimate wake. 
Xb£_I££e_£_£.a3je.s_ 
Three cifferent esses for v having different values 
for i are now considered. In the first case* i=l and Q=l. 
This is the case in which v is simply the blade relative 
motion* x/C/-» and no core correction is applied. In the 
other two cases with i=0 and i=-l» Q is calculated during 
the analysis. In these cases, v Is different from the 
blade relative motion and includes a different core 
correction in each case. The effect of these corrections on 
the expressions for v and the apparent velocity components 
S 
is described below. 
£i3s_s_i!_lfi_3nd_g3JU 
This results in the expressions developed in Ref« 
5„ The v_ here is simply the blade rotational velocity and 
s 
takes the form 
x 
v = <II-*») 
cr 
and Eqs . ( I I - 2 ) become 
1 d x u 
ua = - = <II-5a) 
Cp dip 1*VCJ-/X 
15 
and 
1 dz w + w c 
w a = = • (II-5b> 
Cp dip 1+vCrVX 
Equation (II-5a) is identically satisfied in the ultimate 
wake since both dx/difj and u are zero there. In the ultimate 
wake. Eq. (II-5b) becomes 
( d z / d ^ o o 
Cp = . ( I I - 6 ) 
Woo +w C o o -v 0 0 <dz/d^) 0 0 
In Ref. 5. this equation has been used to calculate 
the strength. C/-. of the tip vortex. With this value of Cy. 
the induced apparent velocity componets are less than the 
empirically derived Values* Therefore. the geometry 
calculated froir the induced velocity has a contraction rate 
and axial pitch angle which are too small in the near wake. 
£ass_iLL-i£H 
Here. Q is unknown and v takes the form 
S 
Q 
v = (II-7) 
and Eqs. (II-2) yield 
16 
1 dx u 
u a = = <II-8a> 
Cr-» dip Q/x*vCWx 
and 
1 dz w + w c 
w s s . < I I - 8 b ) 
a Cj- dip Q/x + vCyVx 
I n the u l t i m a t e wake Eq . ( I I - 8 b ) t a k e s the form 
Cr- CWoo+w, -vo oCdz/d0)o c] 
Q = -—J i t , ( I I - 9 ) 
( d z / d ^ ) ^ 
The Cr in Eq. (II-9) is equal to the value of the strength 
of the tip vortex at the tip and is determined by the amount 
of vorticity shed into the wake from the blade outboard of 
the point where Cy-(x) is maximum. Hence Cr is simply 
Cr*x,max* Cr'**max c a n b e c a' c u' a* e cl using the procedure 
presented in Chapter III for the given tip vortex geometry. 
Q can b€ calculated from Eq. (II-9). 
Once the value of Q is known, Eqs. (II-8) can be 
used to compare the empiricaJly derived and induced apparent 
velocity components. The v used here is a constant. It 
will be demonstrated, through calculations, that the effect 
of this modification is tc improve the comparison of the 
induced and empirically derived axial apparent velocity in 
EQ . (II-6b). 
17 
£a3S_i!_l=-l 









dz w + w, 
Cp dip QVx2 +v(W 
(II-llb) 
Equation (II-llb) reduces to Eq. (II-9) in the ultimate 
wake since x=l for a fully contracted tip vortex. This 
means that the same value of Q is obtained in both Cases 2 
and 3. This Q can be used to compare the induced apparent 
velocity components with the empirically derived. The vs in 
this case varies inversely as the radial coordinate. It 
will be demonstrated that this type of correction improves 
the comparison of the induced and empirically derived radial 
apparent velocity in Eq. (II-lla). 
In 
fiJBiJJDSlrl£_J3iSJ2la£iJBSnlS 
t h e o r e t i c a l method* the new geometry is 
c a l c u l a t e d from the v e l o c i t y f i e l d induced by the e a r l i e r 
18 
geometry. Given the incuced apparent velocity calculated 
from the analysis* the displacements can be calculated by 
integrating the apparent velocity with respect tolj/ using 
the following equations! 
4x = uaAlpCp (II-12a) 
and 
Az = *aAlpCp» (II-12b) 
1£epJLLLJc.ali.fi 0_ o f,., t r)e-QiJ£5_£ll£fil.S 
It is noted here that in order for these corrections 
to be used effectively in a theoretical analysis* one 
correctlor from Case Z and the other* from Case 3 have to be 
used together. This aoprcach introduces an inconsistency 
into the problem* nawely* the azimuth components of the 
actual velocity used in the calculation of the apparent 
velocity components are different in the near wake. This 
inconsistency could not be resolved until after the results 
were calculated. It then was noticed that the term vCy/x in 
the denominators of the third members of Eqs. (II-lla) and 
(II-3b) is two orders of magnitude smaller than the other 
terms such as G/x and Q/x 2. If vCy-/x is neglected* the 




ua = 2 ~ ( I I - 1 3 a ) 
G/x + vCi-Vx Q/x 
and 
W f W W+W 
C #>\* C 
*a = Cf . (II-13b> 
G/KfVCn/X Q/X 
The denominators are now the same for both components. The 
Q/x terrr is the result of the correction in Case 2» Also 
the numerator of Eo. (II-13a) is now ux instead of u as in 
Eq. (II-lla). The corrections to the individual components 
in the azimuth and racial directions* vc and uc • can now be 
defined with the help of Eqs. (11-13)• They are 
•T 
and 
vc = ( 1) (II-H*> 
Ci- x 
î, = u (x - 1) (11-15) 
The correction to the radial component* u * vanishes in the 
ultimate wake since x -> 1 and u -> 0* The correction in 
the azimtth direction* v • vanishes in the ultimate wake if 
Q=l. If Q is not equal to unity then the v is such that it 
matches C^(x)max and Cp in the ultimate wake. 
The Eqs. (II-l*t) and (11-15) give two corrections to 
20 
the two components of the actual velocity in the wake* If 
wc is recognised as the core contribution in the axial 
direction calculated from the sollid-body rotation model 
presented in Ref. 5. then there is a contribution due to 
the core in each of the three directions. namely? u 
(radial), v (azimuth)* and wQ (axial)* The apparent 
velocity components uQ and wQ can now be calculated using 
these components* u * v • and w , along with the induced 
velocity calculated from the external vortex fielc. (u.v»w). 
and the superimposed blade motion. x/Cr» The velocity 
diagrams that include these components are shewn in Figure 
2b and tre resulting expressions, equivalent to (II-l). are 
given py the following! 
1 dx U + U G 
tan/? = CZ <II-15a) 
x dip x/Cy- «• vc 
and 
1 dz w+w 
tan0 = CH ° • <II-15b) 
X d^ X/Cy- • Vc 
Due consideration should be given to the fact that 
the above equations do not contain v since it is neglected. 
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i) Radial pitch angle and apparent velocity component 
ii) Axial pitch angle and apparent velocity component 




DESCRIPTION OF THE fcAKE AND COMPUTATION PROCEDURE 
In this chapter, the wake vortex system is described. 
The procedure to calculate the strength of the vortex 
elements and the Biot-Savart expressions to calculate the 
induced velocity at a civen point due to these elements are 
presented. 
iJ3KS lj2£l&iL-̂ Ĵ -t-SiD 
The wake of a single bladed helicopter rotor in 
hovering flight Ifl] is illustrated in Fig. 3. The 
essential elements of the wake system for a single-bIaded 
rotor wake simply repeat for a raul tibll aded rotor. These 
ellements are! the tip vortex, the vortex sheet, and the 
blade bound vortex. 
IJ}£_Iip__.y.O£_te.x 
The tip vortex is the strongest of all the elements 
and is shed from the tip of the blade. It has a contracting 
helical shape and a finite core. The centerline of this 
filament can be mathematically approximated by the following 
equations as determined from experiments £8J* 
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•Tip-vortexl 
Figure 3. Schematic of the Wake Vortex System. 
Ik 
r (1-A) -A^ 
x = = 1 + e , (III-l) 
RA A 
Z k \p 27T 
z = = --!--, 0<^< f (III-2a) 
RA A b 
or 
Z k-,27r ^ 27T 27T 
z = = + (̂ ,- ) , i/,< # <III-2b) 
RA Ab A b b 
These equations are written in a blade reference 
system. The ip is the wake azimuth coordinate and x and z 
are the radial and axial coordinates nondimensionaIized with 
respect to RAf the radius of the tip vortex in the ultimate 
wake, A and A. are the contraction parameters and k^ and k2 
are the sxial displacement parameters. A* X» k^ and k 2 are 
constant for a given rotor at a given thrust level. 27T/b is 
the azimuth location at which the next following blade 
passes over the tip vortex. 
The core radiust €PA, and the circulation strength of 
the tip vortex, Cp9 are assumed to be constant down the 
wake. A typical blade circulation distribution peaks very 
close to the blade tip and goes to zero at the tip quite 
abruptly. All of the positive vorticity shed from the blade 
tip into the wake rolls up into the tip vortex. The 
strength of the tip vortex is* therefore* the same as the 
25 
peak value of the blade circulation distribution Cr^(x). 
The calculation of Cr-(x) requires an iterative procedure 
that is presented later in this chapter. 
Ihe„3hS£l_Si_^£±i£ii* 
The vorticity shed inboard of the point where the 
circulation distribution is maximum forms the inner sheet. 
This portion of the wake has been observed in the 
experiments but has not been as well defined as the tip 
vortex 17 ]• The outer portions of the sheet have toe&n 
observec to travel down the wake faster than the inner 
portions and hence the sheet takes the approximate conical 
shape that is apparent in Fig. 3. The sheet of vorticity 
also appears to remain entirely within the tip vortex 
envelope. The geometry of the sheet is calculated during 
the analysis in a way that will conform with the observed 
shape. The actual sheet of vorticity is a surface of 
discontinuity and the application of the 8iot-Savart law to 
the sheet is very difficult because of its three cimensional 
and irregular shape. Hence the sheet is redistributed into 
a number of filaments of equal strength* each representing 
part of the vorticity shed into the wake inboard of the 
point of C r(x) m o vi The geometric locations of the origins 
* iricLx 
of the filaments are determined from the circulation 
distribution* C r(x) f alcng the blade using the following 
procedure. The first point on the blade is locatec such 
that the amount of circulation shed into the wake between 
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the point of maximum Cr(x) and this point is equal to the 
strength selectee for each filament. The origin of the 
outermost filament which will represent the vorticity shed 
between these two points is placed at the center of this 
interval. The second such interval is located in a similar 
manner anc its center becomes the origin of the second sheet 
filament. The process is repeated until all of the 
filaments are accounted for and their origins at the blade 
are knewr. The z coordinate of the filament is calculated 
by integrating the axial component of the induced velocity 
starting at the origin of the filament and marching down the 
wake in the azimuth direction. The x coordinate of the 
filament is forced to be proportional to the x coordinate of 
the tip vertex at the corresponding z plane in order to keep 
the filament within the tip vortex envelope. The geometries 
of all of the filaments in the wake are not calculated since 
such a scheme would require a large amount of computer time. 
Only the geometry of the outermost filament is calculated in 
its entirety. The points on the inner filaments are made to 
lie on a line Joining the point on the outer filament and 
the origin in the given radial plane. The relative spacing 
of the filaments is made proportional to the relative 
spacing of the origins of these filaments at the blade. 
This make* the surface on which the filaments lie conical as 
observed. The geometry of the filaments thus calculated is 
used to calculate the inouced velocity at the tip \/ortex^ 
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S i n c e the p o i n t s on the tip v o r t e x lie o u t b o a r d of the 
f i l a m e n t s * the e r r o r in the c a l c u l a t i o n of the i n d u c e d 
v e l o c i t y is e x p e c t e d to be s m a l l . 
T h g g g y n d V o r t S * 
T h i s is the v o r t e x that r e p l a c e s the b l a d e and r u n s 
from the root to the tip of the b l a d e . T h e s t r e n g t h of t h i s 
v o r t e x is the b l a d e c i r c u l a t i o n d i s t r i b u t i o n * C r ( x ) . T h e 
s e l f - i n d u c e d e f f e c t of t h i s s t r a i g h t e l e m e n t is z e r o but its 
e f f e c t at any o t h e r p o i n t m a y b e a p p r e c i a b l e . 
^<3lcyl.all.gQ_o-L£la^s,.£ir£Vji3lion..an.sL„L£ajHag 
The strength of the tip vortex* the bound vortex, and 
the sheet filaments depend on Cy-(x) which is not Known 
initially. The blade downwash distribution which is needed 
to calculate the blade circulation distribution depends on 
the gecmctry and strength distribution in the wake. Hence, 
the calculation of Cy-(x) is accomplished by an iterative 
process. This procedure is also used to calculate the 
thrust loading for a given tip vortex geometry and is as 
f o I 1 o w s I 
a. C a l c u l a t e the n o n d i m e n s i o n a l i n d u c e d d o w n w a s h 
d i s t r i b u t i o n , w ( x ) , at the b l a d e u s i n g the tip v o r t e x a l o n e ; 
b . C a l c u l a t e Cp in t h e u l t i m a t e w a k e for this 
g e o m e t r y from E q . (I I - 6 ) and u s e t h i s v a l u e of C ^ as the 
s t a r t i n g v a l u e ? 
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c. Using the w(x) and the blaae and airfoil 
characteristics* calculate the inducei angle of attack* the 
effective angle of ettack* the local lift coefficient* the 
thrust loading* and the blade circulation distributions 
using the following equations! 
w(x) Cp 
a±(X) = - — • (in-3) 
X 
ae<x) = 0 -<*i (x) „ (in-^f) 
c-^x) = aa e(x), (III-5) 
dCrp (x) a 2 Mix) Op 
= (xA) A a 10- l.f (III-6) 
dx 2b x 
O w C x ) C p 
Cp(x) s (xA) a [ 0 - ]; (III-7) 
6b x 
ci. Determine C^(x) m a x * set Cy-=Cr (*>max » and repeat 
step c until consecutive values of c r * x W x exhibit 
satisfactory convergence* 
e. Using C/-(x), set uo the sheet origins* calculate 
the sheet geometry* calculate the downwash at the blaoe due 
to the sheet* and add this to w(x); 
f* Go to step c* 
The calculations are terminated when the value of 
C r ( x ) m a x calculated using the sheet contribution converges* 
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Since the sheet computations take up a lot of computer time, 
a compromise between the accuracy of the sheet geometry and 
computer time is established. 
Qii±QU±a±±£n^±-ln&i£&4-)i&l&£±lZ-±n^h£-U£k3 
When the previous calculations are terminatedt the 
actual performance calculations are also complete* At this 
point, all of the input (the tip \/ortexf the sheet of 
vorticity* and the bound vortex) required to calculate the 
induced velocity at the tip vortex are available. 
The induced velocity components due to the tip vortex 
at a given point (j//»xtz) can be calculated from the 
Biot-Savart law as follows 
f dz* dx* d^* 
u=l { xSln<</>*-^> +t Sin(^'-^> + xCos <ipm -^» ]fz-z*)} 
J dip" 6\pm P-3 
f dz-
= 1) tx-x* 
J <*<P' 
dx* dip" 
Cosi\pm-\p) ]-[---Cos(^s-(//) -xS in (#•-#) 3 C z - z " ) } — 
d^* p*3 




2 2 2 2 
where P* = x +xm -2xx' Cos tip* ~\p) •( z-z" ) • 
The primed quantities in the these expressions are 
the integration variables and are calculated from Eqs. 
(III-l) and (III-2). Equations (III-8) are derived from the 
more general expressions given in Ret. 10. The velocity in 
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this analysis is nondimensional ized with respect to (£RACy-) • 
It is immediately evident from Eqs. (III-8) that the 
integrands are singular if the point of interest (0«x»z) 
lies on the vortex filament itself. The singularity is 
avoided by eliminating the integration from (0-£) to {(p+6) 
where 6 is obtained from 
V€Tx^£> 
6 = arctan . (III-9) 
x 
This formula can be estcblished from Fig. *•• The missing 
contribution to the axial component due to the element 
between {lp-6) and (0+0) is calculated from 
1 f 8x <5 ) 
*c = { , n ( > * *25 " «n£Cot( ) ] > (111-10) 
x { € k ) 
which is a simplified form of a similar exoression developed 
in Ref. 5. The radial and azimuthal contribution from this 
element are considered to be negligible* The contribution 
due to all of the tip vortices in a multi-bladed case is 
obtained by simply adding the contributions from the 
individual tip vortices. Eq« (111-10) is used in the 
calculations for only one of the tip vortices* 
In order to calculate the induced velocity due to the 
sheet, the filaments are broken into straight line segments 
3 1 
Figure 4. Cutoff Angle 6-
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that run from one radial plane to another. The Blot-Savart 
law is applied to these straight segments. The total 
contribution is calculated by adding the contributions of 
all of the segments of all the filaments. This is 
accomplished by using an algorithm presented in Ref. *•• 
The contributions due to the blade bcund vortex are 
g iven by 
u = Cplx) z Sin(i//*-t//) 
dx' 
P- 3 
• • / • 




Cr-(x) x Sin<0"-^> 
(III-ll) 
where P'2 = x2 + x'2 -2xx" Cos(^'-^) + z2 . 
Q£mQ££±S<}n-l2£-£QPSl5±££SiX-B&&LLL£®&to± 
The incuced velocity due to all of the elements is 
calculated at certain locations on the tip vortex. This 
induced velocity distribution down the wake is used in Eqs. 
(II-5) to show the discrepancies that have been noted. 
Then the final value of Cr-(x) PK *'max is used in Eq. (II-9) to 
calculate a value of Q. The induced and empirically derived 
apparent velocity components are then calculated and 
compared with each other. After the apparent velocities are 
zs 
calculated* the next geometry of the tip vortex is 
calculated by successive application of Eqs. (11-12). The 
following expressions resulti 
"n+1 = "n + «5 «% * ua » Cr ' ^ W V «"I-12a» 
n+1 n 
and 
z n = z • .5 <w • w ) Cr (lp - \b ) (III-12b> 
n+1 n an+l an n+1 ^ n 
The stsrting point for these equations is taken to be the 
tip. The geometry of the tip vortex thus calculated is 
compared with the observed geometry of the tip vortex. The 
results are discussed in the next chapter. 
liiJl!LSClC5l_IJ!LfilSJD£nlaliflIl 
The computational procedures described above were 
translated into a Fortran IV program with four segments* 
1. Induced dcwnwash, 
2. Circulation distribution and the sheet geometry, 
3. Induced velocity at the tip vortex, 
<«• Apparent velocify and displaced geometry* 
A fifth program was developed to plot the data on a Calcomp 
digital plotter. For the integrals where the integrands are 
known, as in the cases of Eqs. (III-6) and (III-ll), the 
Romberg integration technique was used. The number of 
iterations performed on the sheet geometry is decided by the 
computer time required. The number of filaments used to 
3<t 
represent the sheet is decided by the slope of the Cr»(x) 
curve; the greater the slope of the curvet the more the 
number of filaments. Simple integrations* such as the 
thrust and geometry integrations* are performed using the 
trapezoidal rule. The program can be run continuously. 
However* for blade numbers higher than two* the segments 
were run separately in order to be sure of the intermediate 
results. The programs were executed on a CDC 6^00 computer 
housed in the Rich Electronic Computing Center of the 
Georgia Irstitute of Technology. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The computational procedures described in Chapter III 
are performed for one-t two-t three- and four-bladed rotors. 
An attempt was made to perform calculations for a six-bladed 
rotor but the efforts were abandoned because of certain 
difficulties. The following table presents geometric data 
and calculated values of Q for the conditions of rotors 
considered! 
No b L> m 0 A A Kl K 2 Q 
~1~ __. .00195 6.5 • 7<*6 • 160 • 0218 .Jfio I7l5 
2. 1 .00280 8.5 .733 .16^ • 0280 • 0<t90 1.15 
3 1 .00370 10.1 .722 .177 • 0338 .0569 1.11 
<f 2 .00193 6.0 .780 .197 .0138 .0^39 1.05 
c, 2 .00280 8.0 .780 .221 • 0200 .0529 .95 
b 2 .0035 10.1 .780 .239 .0250 .0592 .96 
7 3 .00220 6.0 .730 .190 .0150 .0^70 1.36 
e 3 .00320 8.0 .780 .225 .0191 .0560 1.22 
9 *• .00 371 8.0 .780 • 2*»5 .021 • 06 l.*»5 
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The conditions are numbered for convenient reference in the 
text* The results for the nine conditions show a number of 
similarities and the example of Condition No. 2 is typical 
of these. The results for all the cases (i through 3) are 
presented only for Condition No* 2* For the other 
conditions* Case 1 is presented In one figure and the 
individual effects of the corrections in Cases 2 and 3 in 
the axial and radial directions* respectively* are combined 
into another figure* 
lY£ic.aJ_Re^uJls_Xox„a_E.oJ:i2r 
The Blade Circulation qnd Loading 
The calculation of the nondimensional blade loading 
and circulation is performed before the calculation of the 
induced velocity in the wake* For better perspective* the 
plots of the blade circulation distribution* C (x)* and the 
nondimensionaI thrust leading distribution* dC (x)/dx» are 
drawn against r/R instead of r/RA in Figure 5* The peaks of 
these curves are strong and occur very close to the tip of 
the blade* The peak value of C (x) is used in Eq. (II-9) 
to calculate the value of Q and is dependent on the 
distribution of the induced downwash* The peak in C (x) 
corresponds to a negative peak in the downwash distribution* 
The negative peak in the cownwash distribution depends on 
the position with respect to the blade of the tip vortex 
from the preceding blade* The effect of the tip vortex from 
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the preceding blade is ciscussed in more detail in the case 
of a six-bladed rotor. The area under the dCT(x)/dx curve 
gives the thrust coefficient C T• The calculated value of 
CT is in good agreemenf with the observed value for which 
the data is selected* 
Empirically Qerived ApQargQt Velocity 
The empirically derived apparent velocity components 
are presented in their nondimensional form by a solid line 
in Figures 6a * 6b» and 6c. They ar^i calculated using the 
first expression for u Q and wo in the Eqs. (II-5), (II-8), 
a, a 
and (11-11) • These values depend upon the value cf Cr which 
is; constsnt for a given case. In Case 1, Cr is calculated 
in the ulfimate wake. In Cases 2 and 3. it is calculated at 
the blade. 
The empirically derived value of the radial component 
of the apparent velocity is proportional to dx/d^ which is 
calculated from Ecu (III-l). The dx/d^ is initially 
negative and increases to 0. The empirically derived radial 
component of the apparent velocity behaves similarly. 
Since the rate of contracfion is greatest at ^=0• the radial 
component is most negative there. In the ultimate wake 
where fhe tip vortex has constant diameter, it is zero, 
indicating no motion in the radial direction. 
The empirically derived value of the axial apparent 
velocity is proportional to dz/dtf>. The axial coordinate of 
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Figure 6a. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 2, 
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Figure 6c. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 2, 
Case 3, CT=.00280, b=l. 
hZ 
has a break in the slope st ^=27T/b. This break in the slope 
is primarily due to the tip vortex of the next following 
blade which is directly above the point at this azimuth 
angle. There is also an effect of the bound vortex of the 
following blade at locations immediately before and after 
2JT/b. The empirically derived apparent axial velocity is 
constant up to and after ^ = 27T/b. The empirical 
discontinuity in the slope and velocity that occurs at this 
point is proportional to (k2-ki)» 
Ii:;dJJc^_A££aj:£u!_YelflcJJtj* 
The induced apparent velocity is obtained from the 
second expressions for ua and w a in Eqs* (III-5)» (II-8)» 
and (11-11). They are shown in the Figures 6a, 6b» and 6c 
oy symbols joined with a line. For the proposed model and 
the corrections for the core effects to be acceptable* these 
induced components must be approximately the same as the 
empirically derived values of the corresponding components 
in the near wake. In the ultimate wake* the agreement is 
good as Ecs. (II-6) and (II-9) are satisfied exactly. 
The apparent velocity components calculated in each 
of the three cases in this analysis are different since the 
correction applied in each case is different. However* the 
induced velocity components* u» v* and w« which are 
functions of the complex geometry of the vortex wake* are 
the same. The component v enters Eqs. <II<-5)t (II-8), and 
(ll-il) in the form vCyVx and it can be neglected with 
kZ 
respect tc the other terms such as 1, Q/x, and Q/x 2. The 
axial ccmconent, w, is affected by the presence of the bound 
vortex especially at ^ = 0 and tf» = 27T/b« The effect of the 
bound vortex decreases rapidly as the blade moves away from 
this point. The effect of the bound vortex on the radial 
comoonentf u, is small. The effect of the sheet is apparent 
only after certain azimuth locations since the sheet moves 
oown very quickly and the points in the very near wake do 
not feel the effect of the sheet strongly. 
In Case It Figure 6a, the induced apparent velocity 
components are appreciably smaller than the empirically 
derived values. This appears to be due to the lack of 
accounting for the effects of the core as noted earlier. 
Both the racial and axial components are not large enough 
and this leads to the discrepancy in the calculated 
geometry, namely, a smaller than observed inward and axially 
downward motion. 
In Case 2, Figure 6b, the correction brings the 
calculated apparent velocities closer to the empirically 
derived values. The effect of the correction is different 
for the two components in the axial and radial directions 
but the axial component matches very closely with the 
empirically derived value. The induced radial component, 
while in closer agreement, is still not satisfactory* 
In Case 3, Figure 6c, the correction brings the 
induced rscial component \/ery close to the empirically 
t*k 
derived value and the axial component is overcorrected. 
The induced apparent velocities for the observed 
geometry of the tip vortex are integrated to calculate the 
next georretry of the tip vortex using Eqs. (111-12). The 
integrals are calculated by the trapezoidal rule. The 
displacement curves are smoother than the velocity curves as 
an effect of the integration. The callculated coordinates 
are shown in the figures by symbols connected by a line. 
These are compared with the observed geometry whose data 
points tiave been faired and approximated by Eqs. (III-l) 
and (III-2). 
In Case 1 (Figure 6a) the calculated coordinates fall 
appreciably short of those observed. The discrepancies in 
the cooroinates are cumulative and the coordinates at the 
azimuth locations farther down the wake are farther from the 
corresponcing observed coordinates. The z and x coordinates 
obtained for Cases 2 and 3 (Figures 6b and 6c respectively) 
match closely with the observed coordinates. 
&e5yli5-lo£_aib5r_El2i2I^ 
S j,nglg-6_l_aded..got or 
The vortex system for the single-bladed rotor is the 
simplest since there is crly one vortex element of each 
Kind. The observed geometry was obtained from Ret. 8. 
Condition No. 2 has already been considered and corresponds 
<*5 
to a thrust coefficient in the middle of the range for which 
the data were available. Condition Nos. 1 and 3 represent 
thrust coefficients that are lower and higher than this. 
The results for Condition Nos. 1 and 3 are presentea in 
Figures 7 and 8 respectively. The discrepancies in the 
calculated velocity and tre geometry are quite apparent in 
Fiigures 7a and 8a. Results for Case 2 with axial component 
and Case 3 with radial component are presented in Figures 7b 
and 8b anc show good agreement between the induced and 
empirically derived values. The resulting geometry agrees 
well with that observed. 
Iwp_-MJ.de.a;_R3.t2r 
As for the single-bladed rotor* a two-bladed rotor 
was consicered for three values of thrust coefficient. The 
geometric data were obtained from Ref. *•• The sheet 
geometry calculations take an appreciably long time, hence* 
only one iteration of the sheet geometry was performed. 
The results for the three different thrust coefficients are 
presented in Figures 9 to ii• Case 1 is shown in Figures 
Qa, 10a and 11a and the results with the correction are 
shown in Figures 9b, 10b and lib. The corrected apparent 
velocities and geometries match closely with the empirically 
derived vslues for all three thrust conditions. 
Six̂ Bl_ac;e.c._£l2±gx 
After the success of the method with the one- and 
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Figure 7a. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 1, 
Case 1, C =.00195, b=l. 
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Figure 7b. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No 
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Figure 8a. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 3, 
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Figure 8b. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 3, 
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Figure 9a. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 4, 
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Figure 9b. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 4, 
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Figure 10a. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No 
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Figure 10b. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 5, 
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Figure 11a. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 6 
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Figure lib. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 6, 
Cases 2 and 3, C =.00350, b=2. 
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undertaker. The data for the geometry of the six-bladed 
rotor were obtained from Ref • *»• The inducec downwash 
distribution at the blade due to the tip vortex elements 
showed 5 strong negative peak near the tip region and the 
resulting circulation distribution showed a very strong 
peak. The negative peak in the induced downwash was due to 
the close proximity of the tip vortex from the preceding 
blade. In factt the six-bladed rotor measurements indicated 
that the tio vortex was intercepted by the next foil owing 
blade. The lifting line theory is not valid in such a 
circumstance and the procedure for determining Cr()(>mor and 
i nicLx 
Q did not give reasonable results. Further efforts to work 
on the six-bladed rotor were abandoned and calculations for 
three- and four-bladed rotors were undertaken, 
ItJCSfiZ-^nd-EflyEHBia^fi^-SillaCS 
The geometric data for the three- and four- bladed 
rotors were obtained from Ref, 11, Two thrust conditions 
for the three-bJaded rotor* Condition Nos# 7 and at and one 
thrust condition for the four-bladed rotor9 Condition No, 
(i» were considered. The sheet geometry calculations are 
carried through two iterations for each of Condition Nos, 
7 through 9, Figures 12 through i«* show the results 
obtained for Condition Nos, 7 through 9, The same trends 
as observed in the one- and two-bladed rotor calculations 
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Figure 12a. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 7, 
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Figure 12b. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 7, 
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Figure 13a. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 8, 
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Figure 13b. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 8, 
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Figure 14a. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 9, 
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Figure 14b. Apparent Velocity and Geometry for Condition No. 9, 
Cases 2 and 3, CT=.00371, b=4. 
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AddiJion3l_£oji imjgnts_ 
I£s_ElIgfii-fll-liag-^bSfi t., F ildjugnis 
The apparent velocity components shown in these 
figures show negative peaks at certain azimuth locations* 
e.g.* see Figure 9a near ^ = 130. These peaks are the result 
of the presence of the sheet filaments which have 
concentrated vorticity as opposed to the continuous 
vorticity of the sheet they approximate. If the number of 
filaments is increasedt then the intensity of the peaks 
reduces. For one- and two-bladed rotor wakes* five 
filaments were found sufficient. The peaks in these wakes 
are small and do not affect the geometry calculations 
appreciably. The three- and four-bladed rotors* however* 
showed large peaks that did affect the geometry calculation. 
Hence* ten filaments were used in Condition Nos. 7 through 
9 to get satisfactory results. 
Value of G 
The values of C given in the table show certain 
trends. For a given number of blades* the value of Q 
decreases as CT increases. However* there is no trend shown 
with the change in the rumber of blades. The one thing that 
is noticsble* however* is that Q is larger for three- and 
four-bladed rotors than for one- and two-blaced rotors. 
This is primarily due tc the fact that the tip vortex from 
the preceding blade for a higher number of blades passes 
much closer to the rotor thus altering the dewnwash 
6tf 
distribution in the tip region considerably. 
Computer Time 
The computer time required for a typical 
single-bleded Condition is about 10 minutes on the COC 6**Q0 
computer. The computer time for a higher number of blades 
is approximately proportional to the number of blades. 
About 70 to 80 per cent of this time is used in the sheet 
geometry calculations. The tip vortex integrations were 
carried out for 25 turns of the tip vortex helix in the 
wake. Some reduction in the computer time could fcave been 
achieved by approxircating the integrals in E Q S . (III-8) 
when the integration is performed far away from the point at 
which the velocity is calculated. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS ANC RECCMKENOATIONS 
^onxliisXaos 
1. The theoretical apparent induced velocities calculated 
using the method of Ref* 5 are less than the empirically 
derived values both in the radial and axial directions. 
In so far as the external effects of the vortices are 
concerned, the treatment in this analyses is complete* 
The core effect is modelled only for the axial component. 
The discrepancies in the apparent velocities may be 
considered as resulting from the inadequate treatment of 
the core effects in the other two directions* 
2* A stesoy vortex filament referencec in the blade 
coordinate system fixed to the blade has to be a 
streamline in the flow field and hence the induced 
velocity must satisfy certain relations, Eqs* (II-2)• 
called consistency requirements* The induced velocities 
calculated for an observed geomefry do not satisfy these 
relation when treated as in Ref,. 5 (Case 1 of this 
analys is) • 
3* The consistency requirements can be satisfied to a better 
degree by modifying the vs in the calculation off the 
66 
apparent components. A separate correction is applicable 
to eacr component of the apparent velocities* Case 2 for 
the axial, and Case 3 for radial. 
*•.. An inconsistency is introduced in the analysis when the 
corrections in Cases 2 and 3 are used simultaneously, 
namely* that the azimuth components of the actual 
velocity are different. The inconsistency in the 
analysis is resolved when the insignificant term* vC /x, 
is neglected, and the resulting analysis yields two 
corrections, one to the azimuth component, and the other 
to the radial component. 
5* The raethoc is applicable fcr rotors having one tc four 
blades and operating at different thrust levels. 
6* The lifting line approximation for the blade becomes 
poorer as the number of blades increases. 
7, A greater number of filaments is required to adequately 
approximate the inner vortex sheet as the number of 
blades increases. 
3£cj)2BJDej3djiiofl5 
i. The corrections suggested in this analysis to the 
velocity in the wake should be incorporated into a 
theoeretical analysis which calculates the tip vortex 
geometry. 
2. Analysis of the tip vortex formation mechanism that Mill 
give irsight into the structure of the vortex core in the 
67 
near wake where its effect is most dominant should be 
oerf ormed. 
3. Numerical experiments should be performed with various 
models of the tip vortex core in order to find a more 
analytical basis to these corrections. 
<•• An experimental program should be undertaken to 
investigate the axial motion inside of the core of the 
tip vortex. 
Sm A finite difference solution of the Navier-Stokes 
Equations should be obtained to establish the vortex core 
structure and the adjacent flow field. 
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